Announcement
To all students who are applying for 2020 September admission at SKEMA Business School:
Due to the current coronavirus epidemic, and after careful consideration, the application requirements
and admissions processes for certain programmes have been adjusted for applicants whose contact
information and address are in mainland China. The details are as follows:
1. BBA
Applicants can apply for the EasySpeaking online test. The EasySpeaking test scores can be used as
an alternative to the English test scores normally required for applications. According to the current
evaluation method, EasySpeaking online exam scores will count towards 10% of the total score.
2. ESDHEM
The original requirements for French test scores are not mandatory for the submission of an
application, nor are they criteria for granting an interview. The application review procedure for a
conditional admission can be carried out first. The deadline to submit the French test score is 24:00
on June 30, 2020. However, qualified test scores are still necessary for the pre-visa evaluation of
Campus France.
The application and conditional admission will cease automatically if the required French test scores
are not submitted before this date.
3. MSc
Applicants can apply for the EasySpeaking online test. The EasySpeaking test scores can be used as
an alternative to the English test scores normally required for application. There is no need to
supplement any international English test scores.
Students who had already been admitted before the date of this announcement, on condition of
submitting required English scores, can apply for the EasySpeaking online test individually.
GMAT / GRE/ TAGE MAGE scores are not mandatory for this programme. However, a good GMAT /
GRE/TAGE MAGE score is a plus for applying for SKEMA’s Excellence Scholarship.
4. MiM
There are two routes to the Master in Management, Grande Ecole programme. They are mutually
exclusive of each other.
4.1 Apply to Join a School in France (JASIF, used to be called SAI):
The original requirements are maintained. Candidates need to supply a written test score (Tage
Mage/GMAT/GRE) and an English test score (TOEIC/IELTS/TOEFL).
Please follow closely the information of the test centres and arrange your tests as soon as possible.

4.2 Apply exclusively to SKEMA Business School:
Applicants can apply for the EasySpeaking online test. EasySpeaking test scores can be used as an
alternative to the English test scores normally required for application. There is no need to
supplement any international English test scores.
The original requirements for GMAT/GRE/TAGE MAGE test scores are not mandatory for the
submission of an application, nor are they criteria for granting an interview. The application review
procedure can be carried out first. The deadline to submit GMAT / GRE / TAGE MAGE scores is 24:00
on June 30, 2020. However, a GMAT / GRE / TAGE MAGE score is still an important evaluation
criterion for admission, the official admission decision will be given about two weeks after the
applicant has conducted the interview and submitted their GMAT / GRE / TAGE MAGE score.
The application will cease automatically if the required GMAT/GRE/TAGE MAGE test scores are not
submitted before this date.
5. MS
The normal requirements for French test scores are not mandatory for the submission of
applications, nor are they criteria for granting an interview. The application review procedure for a
conditional admission can be carried out first. The deadline to submit the French test score is 24:00
on June 30, 2020.

Notice to all applicants who are affected by these changes:
1. The above-mentioned adjustments are only applicable for the affected applicants (by the
coronavirus epidemic) in mainland China. Please make sure to provide the contact number and
address truthfully. SKEMA Business School will verify the information provided and those who do
not meet the conditions cannot benefit from the above-mentioned adjustment policy.
2. The alternative English test scores (EasySpeaking scores) are recognised by Campus France, and
can be used for visa applications in Mainland China.
3. For those who already have a qualified IELTS, TOEFL, GMAT, GRE and other scores, please submit
them using the normal procedure when applying.
4. The importance and high standards of SKEMA’s admissions procedures are not affected by the
policy adjustment. Please follow the application steps to consult and prepare in advance.
5. The policy shall commence on February 21, 2020, starting at 0:00. If there is any adjustment, an
announcement will be made accordingly.

